
The smartest way
to manage your data

Smart bandwidth management
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INTEGRA Control
Real-time application control

INTEGRA Control Lite
Real-time category control

INTEGRA See+
Enhanced data visibility

INTEGRA See
Application 

data 
visibility
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Today’s challenge:

Trying to manage your satellite  
communications traffic is becoming  
increasingly difficult, particularly in today’s 
BYOD (bring-your-own-device) world.  
It’s not always possible to detect which  
devices are connecting to the satellite  
network, which applications they’re  
running, how much data they’re  
generating and how frequently they’re  
being updated. Traditional firewalls are  
no longer effective at blocking the  
growing number of encrypted applications. 
Undetectable applications not only  
consume bandwidth and usage bundles  
but pose a potentially significant threat  
to your cybersecurity. A lack of detailed, 
real-time reporting makes it difficult  
to see exactly how much traffic is passing 
over the satellite connection, until you  
get the bill or when a link doesn’t  
perform due to congestion.

Solution:

Through AST’s leading INTEGRA suite  
of services, vessel owners, crew and IT 
managers are empowered with access to 
satellite data consumption, giving real-time
access to monitor and control data usage 
enabling efficient bandwidth management. 
The service is exclusively available and 
managed via My AST Portal giving global 
access to data that puts you in control of 
your airtime.  
 
INTEGRA Services gives you the insight  
to prioritise critical communications  
and make decisions on your bandwidth  
management backed by intelligence.

Data management  
services for satellite 
communications
Do you really know what is consuming your data?

Discover more online 

theastgroup.com

The smartest way to manage your dataThe smartest way to manage your data
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Cyber Risk Management 
Best in Class Unrivalled  
Network Security

“Traditional firewalls are  
no longer effective at  
blocking the growing number  
of encrypted applications.  
INTEGRA See & See+ enables 
visibility of applications,  
even if the application is  
encrypted, and how much  
data they are consuming.”

- Duncan Hardy  
Group Technology and 
Infrastructure Manager at 
Applied Satellite Technology Ltd.

The first layer is an advanced firewall, 
controlling traffic and blocking abnormal 
connections 

The INTEGRA Network has multiple layers  
of cybersecurity controls to maximise  
protection against threats.  

The second layer is web filtering with  
anti-malware and anti-virus protection  
with a default block on software updates  
to preserve bandwidth.

The third layer is intrusion prevention  
providing near ‘zero day’ protection against 
known and emerging threats, which can 
generate additional unwanted traffic

 
Intelligent Global 
IP Network

Identifying Encrypted Data

“We are already seeing the 
benefits of running our satellite 
services through the INTEGRA 
Network and can now identify 
the source of encrypted data 
being used on our vessels from 
any type of device, mobile, 
tablet or laptop”

- Richard Marshall, International 
Communications Manager 
at SEACOR Marine International. 
International Communications 
Manager at SEACOR Marine 
International.
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Multi-layered 
Cyber Security

The ground segment is fundamental to  
delivering a secure, high-performance  
end-to-end satellite communication. AST 
has continued to develop our INTEGRA 
Network to provide our customer’s with 
industry-leading insight into their satellite 
subscription usage and empowering users 
with the quality of service expected from  
a trusted and pioneering global  
communications provider. 

The INTEGRA Network delivers carrier-class 
connectivity from satellite operator gateway 
into AST’s Points of Presence (POP) hosted  
in best-in-class data centres in New York, 
London and Sydney before travelling  
onwards to the internet. They operate  
at 99.99% availability, with POP diversity 
and redundant links for greater resiliency 
and to provide a trusted, reliable  
end-to-end connection.

www

ADVANCED 
FIREWALL

WEB
FILTERING

INTRUSION
PREVENTION
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Vessels are increasingly using systems  
that rely on digitisation, integration,  
and automation, meaning Information 
Technology (IT) and Operational Technology 
(OT) onboard vessels is being networked 
together – and more frequently connected 
to the internet. This brings the greater risk 
of unauthorised access or malicious attacks 
to a vessels’ systems and networks. 

Crew are also likely to utilise more than  
one device onboard the vessel, meaning 
not only do these devices consume data 
and affect bandwidth efficiency, but these 
undetectable applications pose a potentially 
significant threat to cybersecurity.

The smartest way to manage your data The smartest way to manage your data

INTEGRA Network INTEGRA Cybershield
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Challenge INTEGRA See Solution

Lack of visibility of satellite usage on  
the shoreside

INTEGRA See is available via My AST Portal  
and is thus available from anywhere in the 
world via any device

Overage incurred on satellite connection INTEGRA See provides visibility of top 10  
applications by usage in the calendar month  
to identify data hungry applications

Unknown applications using my bandwidth INTEGRA See can identify encrypted  
applications utilising the satellite service.

Bandwidth on a VSAT is slow INTEGRA See shows category level information 
of applications consuming bandwidth

Lack of visibility of satellite usage on  
the shoreside

INTEGRA See is available via My AST Portal  
and is available from anywhere in the world  
via any device

 
Application  
Data Visibility
INTEGRA See

INTEGRA See is exclusively available to 
all AST customers and provides precise 
information of IP traffic initiated from the 
satellite terminal at the point it reaches  
our INTEGRA Network. Providing full  
visibility of the traffic at an application  
level, including encrypted applications. 

This unique visibility of the applications 
consuming data and bandwidth highlights 
the top 10 individual applications by usage, 
giving users greater knowledge and ability  
to monitor the volume of traffic used  
by each application at any point, from  
anywhere in the world via My AST portal.

Global Confidence

“After witnessing the easy and 
quick installation of the Iridium 
Certus® VesseLink terminal and 
monitoring the traffic of the  
crew thanks to INTEGRA [See], 
an exclusive service provided  
by AST, we have total confidence 
that the service will function 
even in the most remote places 
of the polar latitudes”

Jose Jordan 
Product Engineer at Tesacom 

Enhanced  
Data Visibility

Challenge INTEGRA See+ Solution

Need to review satellite data usage over  
a longer period to identify trends

INTEGRA See+ provides three months of  
historical data, allowing for greater intelligence 
on satellite usage

Required to identify usage of all applications 
within a specific category

INTEGRA See+ provides in-depth intelligence  
of application usage within an application 
category – such as viewing usage by individual 
email applications within the email category

INTEGRA See+ 

INTEGRA See+ includes all the benefits 
of INTEGRA See, but in addition also 
provides enhanced visibility and insight 
of applications being accessed by devices 
on your satellite service. 

Via my AST Portal, users can review three 
months of historical satellite data usage 
at an application level, giving them the 
knowledge as to what applications consume 
service data.

DID YOU KNOW 

INTEGRA See 
identifies up to 1,000 
applications utilising 
satellite bandwidth 

every month

The smartest way to manage your data The smartest way to manage your data
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Challenge INTEGRA Control Lite Solution

Need for proactive real-time knowledge  
of satellite data consumption

Provides real-time threshold email alerting 
at an application category level

Only require certain categories to utilise a 
specific amount of the satellite data package

Allows for category threshold blocking

Relying on traditional CDR monitoring for 
awareness of Satellite Service usage

Provides real-time alerting based on IP packet 
flow, providing greater awareness vs CDR based 
alerting which is a minimum of 15 minutes old

My Iridium Certus® connection uses Iridium 
spend based suspension

INTEGRA Control Lite provides real-time control 
and blocking vs reliance on Iridium billable 
CDR data which is received once a day for the 
previous days usage. During this 24-hour period 
significant data could be consumed

Challenge INTEGRA Control Solution

Firewalls have limited ability to control our  
satellite connection

Provides application-level blocking and control. 
Applications can use multiple IP address and can 
change regularly

Restrictions on the crew’s internet access  
to mirror company’s IT Policy

Allows application or category blocking level 
of control, to implement strict usage policies

Identified on INTEGRA See that VSAT 
bandwidth is being consumed by non-business 
critical applications

Allows application-level blocking to stop  
bandwidth hungry applications. INTEGRA  
Control also provides bandwidth throttling  
capability at an application category level

The smartest way to manage your data Application Control

“INTEGRA See identified that 
Spotify had used the Wi-Fi 
connection on the customer’s 
device to update without 
the customer knowing, using 
133.88MB of their 150MB  
plan in less than thirty minutes.  
To prevent any further  
occurrences whilst in a  
more vulnerable situation  
in the outback, the customer  
subscribed to INTEGRA Control  
to control the applications  
used over their satellite  
connection” 

INTEGRA Control Lite INTEGRA Control

AST’s data management service INTEGRA 
Control Lite, empowers you to have  
real-time category control for traffic  
initiated from the satellite terminal as it 
passes through our INTEGRA Network. 
Enabling real-time blocking of data-hungry 
application categories, removing the reliance 
on traditional Call Detail Records (CDR)  
monitoring services and resulting in  
immediate cost savings. 

INTEGRA Control Lite not only benefits  
from precise visibility of IP traffic at an  
application level through INTEGRA See+,  
but also enables alerting and blocking  
capabilities at an application category level  
of your satellite data bundle, ensuring  
you control costs and maximise your  
MB allowance. 

INTEGRA Control not only benefits from all 
the features of INTEGRA See, INTEGRA See+ 
and INTEGRA Control Lite but also empowers 
you with real-time bandwidth management 
and application-level control for your satellite 
connection. 

INTEGRA Control allows real-time application 
control for traffic initiated from the satellite 
terminal as it passes through our INTEGRA 

Network. Through our intuitive software, 
block or set traffic volume limits for data 
hungry applications to ensure bandwidth is 
prioritised for business-critical applications. 
INTEGRA Control also empowers you to 
manage your satellite bandwidth as usage 
passes certain thresholds by implementing 
bandwidth throttling controls to reduce 
bandwidth speeds for specific application 
categories consuming your satellite data.

DID YOU KNOW 

Gaming is the most 
blocked category 

by INTEGRA Control 
subscribers

DID YOU KNOW 

Facebook Voice 
is the most blocked 

application by INTEGRA 
Control Subscribers

The smartest way to manage your data

 
Real-time  
Category Control

 
Real-time  
Application Control
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Challenge INTEGRA Fleetview Solution

Analysing individual vessels and usage  
is time consuming 

INTEGRA Fleetview provides a single page view 
of all vessels usage or groups of vessels/assets 
so you can easily see the data consumption 
within the month

Individually having to apply INTEGRA Control 
policy to individual services

INTEGRA Fleetview offers Fleet Policy which 
allows services not currently subscribed to  
INTEGRA Control to have a policy template  
applied to multiple services with a click of  
a button. The Fleet Policy will subscribe the  
satellite services on the vessel to INTEGRA  
Control once included within the Fleet

The smartest way to manage your data The smartest way to manage your data

 
Instant Visibility of Your 
Fleet’s Data Usage

INTEGRA Fleetview is the newest addition  
to AST’s INTEGRA Services, providing a  
clear snapshot of the amount of usage per  
vessel of primary and secondary satellite 
communications. INTEGRA Fleetview 
provides users with an intuitive platform 
containing all the fleet’s satellite service 
connection in one place, with access to 
policies for real-time application category 
control across the fleet of vessels. 

INTEGRA Fleetview also enables the  
opportunity for additional control over  
the fleet’s satellite services, by creating  
Fleet Policies. Fleet Policy, an extension  
of INTEGRA Fleetview allows an INTEGRA 
Control template to be created and  
applied to any satellite service included 
within the policy that aren’t currently  
subscribed to INTEGRA Control. 

INTEGRA Fleetview Fleet Policies

10
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CASE STUDY | The real cost of data hungry mobile applications
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CASE STUDY | How to prevent unwanted applications and automatic updates 
from consuming valuable bandwidth

Challenge 

An AST customer purchased a Thales  
MissionLINK terminal with a 150MB Iridium 
Certus® data plan to access online banking  
and emails whilst on a three-month trip 
through the outback. Within thirty minutes  
of connecting their device to the terminal  
the customer started receiving alerts that  
they had used over 80% of their plan usage.

Solution 

Frustrated and confused, the customer  
contacted AST’s 24/7 Global Customer  
Support (GCS) to establish how they had  
used their allowance so quickly. Using  
INTEGRA See, GCS identified that real-time 
entertainment application, Spotify had  
updated in the background without the  
customer knowing, consuming 133.88MB  
of their 150MB plan in less than thirty minutes.  

CASE STUDY | Prioritising business critical communications onboard vessel  
fleets globally 

Case Studies
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To prevent any further occurrences whilst  
in a more vulnerable situation in the outback, 
the customer subscribed to INTEGRA Control  
to manage the applications used over their 
satellite connection, by allowing usage limits  
to be set for individual categories.

Benefit 

INTEGRA Control will alert the customer  
when they are nearing, or have reached  
their pre-applied limits, therefore, improving 
the efficiency of communications and  
preserving valuable data and avoiding  
expensive out of allowance charges.

Challenge 

An AST customer was experiencing slower 
than expected speeds with their onboard 
communication system. 

Solution 
The Captain immediately logged into  
INTEGRA See and identified an encrypted 
application that was consuming unusually 
high amounts of bandwidth.  

INTEGRA’s unique deep packet inspection 
enabled Apple Photo Stream to be  
recognised instantly as the culprit and  
using the INTEGRA Control service, the  
vessel operator was able to identify the 
device and block the application to restore 
normality to the vessel’s satellite  
communications. 

Benefit 

A traditional firewall would not have been 
able to pinpoint this and would have  
remained unidentifiable consuming data.

Challenge 

An offshore accommodation vessel houses  
up to 500 personnel alongside operating  
as a offshore control centre, they rely on  
VSAT connectivity for crew services as well  
as business critical communications. In today’s 
world of bring-your-own-devices (BYOD)  
internet usage on-board can often congest  
the network and occasionally prevent  
business-critical communications from  
getting through. 

Solution 

As an AST customer, the vessel benefits 
from AST’s intelligent global IP network and 
INTEGRA Services. Network administrators 
on the vessels or shoreside can view the 
applications crew are using in real-time via 
INTEGRA See to identify precisely which  
applications are consuming bandwidth.  

In this instance, INTEGRA See highlighted 
that the biggest consumers of non-business 
bandwidth were Facebook Video and  
YouTube. Using INTEGRA Control, the  
administrator set restrictions that blocked 
the two data hungry applications, allowing 
adequate resources to be reserved for  
business-critical communications. 

Benefit 

These controls instantly resolved the traffic 
management issues, while allowing the  
crew to continue using other applications 
without restriction.
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Our INTEGRA Services are exclusively available for AST 
customers through My AST Portal - empowering users 
to access real-time data management and application 
control on any device, from anywhere in the world.

My AST Portal allows full autonomy over your AST airtime 
services, from provisioning and managing SIMs to billing, 
reporting and support through AST’s intuitive web portal.

Features

- Single login to view all services  

- Multi-layer access for resellers and your end-users  

- User-friendly interface – fits any screen size including  
 mobile/tablet 

- Direct access to activate, suspend and deactivate SIMs 

- Monitor and alert functionality across all IP services 

- Granular data usage reports 

- Daily CDRs available to download 

- Consolidated invoicing - 1 single invoice for all services,  
 available on request 

- Our INTEGRA Services are exclusively available for AST  
 customers through My AST Portal - empowering users to  
 access real-time data management and application control  
 on any device, from anywhere in the world.

My AST Portal

14
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INTEGRA SERVICES IN THE NETWORK

FEATURES INTEGRA CyberShield INTEGRA See INTEGRA See+ INTEGRA Control Lite INTEGRA Control
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Advanced firewalling giving protection from abnormal IP connections

Intrusion prevention engine – protection against exploitation from  
known vulnerabilities

Anti-virus and anti-malware scanning of web content

View Top 10 Apps by Usage

View Usage by App Category

Download App Category Usage

Download Top 10 App Usage

View current month data by App Category

View 3 months historic data by App Category

View Applications that have been used within an App Category

Overview of All Category usage

See Quota, used Megabytes, available megabytes

View last Packet seen Date/Time

View ‘Whitelisted’ Usage (not counted/blocked by Quota)

Set App Category Quota Thresholds

Set alerts for each App Category

Download chart data

View Applications per App Category

Apply blocking per Application

Apply bandwidth throttling

Apply App Category blocking

Streaming traffic used indicator (ISAT L-Band)

Reset Control settings to Default

Ability to block all traffic on subscribing

Complete Google search on Apps shown in App Category charts

View blocked Apps from Control home screen

Reset Control settings per Category

 
At a glance
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Discover more online 
theastgroup.com
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